10 Must-Listen Risk Management Podcasts
The team at Industry Slice are risk-news junkies. Every hour of every day our editors monitor
the world’s newspapers, periodicals, thought leaders, and podcasts to decide which content
makes the final cut for the Risk Channel newsletter, the daily email summarizing the best
news, views, and trends in the world of risk.
As working from home became the norm in 2020, we noticed our readers were increasingly
turning to our newsletters and listening to podcasts to stay up to date with the latest in their
industries.
We are a great believer that in your professional life you should be a student of your
environment. So, we have gathered 21 risk related podcasts we find engrossing which we
hope will help you stay informed, spark ideas and discussion, and learn more about the
changing risk world.
Presented to you in alphabetical order.

(1) ASHRM Podcast

(2) Business of Security Podcast

An inside look at the issues faced by
healthcare risk management professionals,
and the solutions, as they promote safe and
trusted healthcare at their hospitals, practices
and health centres.

An intriguing look into the many nontechnical aspects of cyber risk, information,
and cybersecurity. CIOs, CEOs and CISOs
discuss the different facets of the information
security industry, what matters, what needs to
change and how to deal with modern-day
challenges.

Episodes of note: Recognizing and
Managing Bias in Healthcare, Developing
Effective Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) and
Executive/Board Risk Reports

Episodes of note: Do SMBs Need a CISO?
John Prokap, CISO, Governing Cyber Risk on
Corporate Boards

For the latest and most useful coverage of business intelligence and news for risk
managers & compliance professionals, sign-up to Risk Channel.

(3) Cyber Risk Management
Podcast
If you want to become a more proficient
cyber risk manager, this podcast helps you
learn to manage cybersecurity in the same
intelligent and thoughtful way you manage
other areas of your business. With one of the
hosts being an attorney, it also gives great
insight into the legal aspects of
cybersecurity.

(4) GARP Risk Intelligence Podcast
One of the oldest risk podcasts going, the
team at the Global Association of Risk
Professionals does a great job of bringing
together the world’s foremost Risk
Practitioners for discussions and insights
around the most pressing or developing risk
issues in both energy and finance. With most
episodes coming in at 30 minutes and under
it’s an ideal informative and quick listen.

Episodes of note: The Failure of the
Cybersecurity Market, A Trial Attorney Tells
You How to Get the Most from your Cyber
Insurance.

Episodes of note: Integrated balance sheet
management: Why should I put all my eggs in
one basket, How COVID-19 Has Changed the
Audit Landscape, Global Expansion in
Uncertain Times

(5) Public Risk Management

(6) RIMScast

If public sector risk is your discipline this
podcast for the Public Risk Management
Association is a must listen. Described
(correctly) as an opportunity to learn-on-thego.

Each week, the Risk Management Society’s
Justin Smulison speaks to leading experts in
the risk world. Exclusive episodes are also
available for society members.

Episodes of Note: Social Inflation –
Emerging Tactics and Best Practices for

Episodes of Note: How One Franchisee
Navigated Restaurant & Food Retail Sector
Risks in 2020, Human Trafficking and Supply

Public Agency Liability, Navigating Class
Action Lawsuits

(7) The Risk Management

Chain Risk with Tim Nelson of the Slave-Free
Alliance

(8) Risk Management Show

Association Podcast

Boris Agranovich, the founder of GlobalRisk
Short, sharp interviews and discussions from Community and Global Risk academy,
the RMA. The guests are always on point and interviews risk managers, CEOs, experts and
thought leaders about what is working in Risk
informative. The source material often
Management right now.
focuses on credit risk, market risk,
operational risk, securities lending, and
Episodes of note: Interview with Steven
regulatory issues.
Minsky, founder and CEO at LogicManager
about Data Privacy and GDPR, Interview with
Episodes of Note: SolarWinds: A Chilling
Mike Gillespie, Director at Advent IM and VP
Story About the Importance of Effective
at The Centre for Strategic Cyberspace
Third-Party Risk Management, The
Challenges of Model Risk Management.

(10) URMIA Matters

(9) Transforming Risk into
Confidence

Every fortnight, this podcast from the
University Risk Management & Insurance
Association helps you keep up on emerging
issues in higher education and best risk
Great series from PwC. The podcast is
focused on helping you to assure confidence management practices.
in the controls, systems and processes that
drive your business forward. PwC specialists Episodes of Note: Claim Handling Strategies
provide insight and tips based on their
for Complex Workers’ Compensation Claims,
everyday client experience, from working
The Higher Education Vaccination Dilemma.
with them to on digital risk and
transformation to, internal audit, risk
management, compliance, trust and
transparency and ESG challenges.
Episodes of note: AI oversight and digital
trust—you know you need it, but where to
start?, How intelligent controls automation
helps reduce compliance costs and improve
quality and confidence

Why Risk Channel?

Risk Channel offers the best and most useful
coverage of business intelligence and news
for risk managers and compliance
professionals.

If you’re interested in staying on top of the all
the latest developments, emerging risks and
opportunities, thought leadership and insights
from the world of risk in under 3 minutes each
working day, sign up to Industry Slice’s Risk
Channel weekday email.
Stay Informed. Save Time.

Why Industry Slice?
Industry Slice makes you more informed in minutes. Our expert team of editors and
smart AI make sense of the abundance of information delivering you concise news
bespoke to your profession.

A daily digest of your industry's most important news, delivered to your inbox.

For the latest and most useful coverage of business intelligence and news for risk
managers & compliance professionals, sign-up to Risk Channel.
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